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11. What information must the employee under
investigation be given about the allegations against
them?

China
Author: Leo Yu , Yvonne Gao , Tracy Liu , Larry Lian

Although there are no explicit provisions of law or policy requiring employers to provide specific
information of allegations to investigated employees, in practice, at the early stage of investigation, in
order to avoid alerting the investigated employee and reduce the possibility that the investigated employee
may destroy the relevant evidence, the employer usually will not disclose the information of allegations to
the investigated employee at the beginning of investigation. At the later stage of an investigation, when the
employer has already obtained main evidence, the employer usually will properly disclose to the
investigated employee the allegations that are clearly known by the employer and have sufficient
evidence, and listen to the counterparty's opinions or argument, for the purpose of obtaining more
information or getting the employee's confession.
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Author: Giovanni Muzina , Arianna Colombo

From an employment law perspective, our legal system does not provide a specific duty for an employer to
inform employees that a workplace investigation is in progress.

In addition, disclosing such information could put at risk the outcome of the workplace investigation (eg,
destruction of evidence), and it would therefore be arguable that no information should be provided to
employees.

On the other hand, if, upon completion of the investigation, the employer decides to bring disciplinary
action against the employee, then the latter must be informed of the complaints with a letter stating the
procedure (see questions 3 and 12).
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Switzerland
Author: Laura Widmer , Sandra Schaffner

As a result of the employer's duty of care (article 328, Swiss Code of Obligations), employees under
investigation have certain procedural rights. These include, in principle, the right of the accused to be
heard. In this context, the accused has the right to be informed at the beginning of the questioning about
the subject of the investigation and at least the main allegations and they must be allowed to share their
view and provide exculpatory evidence.[1] The employer, on the other hand, is not obliged to provide the
employee with existing evidence, documents, etc, before the start of the questioning.[2]

Covert investigations in which employees are involved in informal or even private conversations to induce
them to provide statements are not compatible with the data-processing principles of good faith and the
requirement of recognisability, according to article 4 of the Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection.[3]

Also, rights to information arise from the Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection. In principle, the right to
information (article 8, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection) is linked to a corresponding request for
information by the concerned person and the existence of data collection within the meaning of article 3
(lit. g), Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection. Insofar as the documents from the internal investigation
recognisably relate to a specific person, there is in principle a right to information concerning these
documents. Subject to certain conditions, the right to information may be denied, restricted or postponed
by law (article 9 paragraph 1, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection). For example, such documents and
reports may also affect the confidentiality and protection interests of third parties, such as other
employees. Based on the employer's duty of care (article 328, Swiss Code of Obligations), the employer is
required to protect them by taking appropriate measures (eg, by making appropriate redactions before
handing out copies of the respective documents (article 9 paragraph 1 (lit. b), Swiss Federal Act on Data
Protection)).[4] Furthermore, the employer may refuse, restrict or defer the provision of information where
the company’s interests override the employee’s, and not disclose personal data to third parties (article 9
paragraph 4, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection). The right to information is also not subject to the
statute of limitations, and individuals may waive their right to information in advance (article 8 paragraph
6, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection). If there are corresponding requests, the employer must generally
grant access, or provide a substantiated decision on the restriction of the right of access, within 30 days
(article 8 paragraph 5, Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection and article 1 paragraph 4, Ordinance to the
Federal Act on Data Protection).

 

[1] Roger Rudolph, Interne Untersuchungen: Spannungsfelder aus arbeitsrechtlicher Sicht, SJZ 114/2018, p.
390.

[2] Roger Rudolph, Interne Untersuchungen: Spannungsfelder aus arbeitsrechtlicher Sicht, SJZ 114/2018, p.
390.

[3] Roger Rudolph, Interne Untersuchungen: Spannungsfelder aus arbeitsrechtlicher Sicht, SJZ 114/2018, p.
390.

[4] Claudia Götz Staehelin, Unternehmensinterne Untersuchungen, 2019, p. 37.
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